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Abstract— The call admission control (CAC) is the method 

for the absorption of the handoff and new calls in the cellular 

cluster. The CAC methods are designed for the control of the 

channels in the given cellular cell in the popular singular or 

multiple pooling of the channels. The concept of the reserve 

channels is popular among the cellular techniques for 

handling of the handoff or the handover calls. The proposed 

model is based upon the sub-channel allocation over the 

reserve channel allocation policy. The sub-channel allocation 

method requires the computation of the available bandwidth 

shared among the multiple users and to control the 

bandwidth with the absorption of the new user. The sub-

channel allocation method requires the number of 

computations altogether or in the hierarchical fashion for the 

realization of the minimized data drop rate based evaluation.  

The proposed model has been evaluated by using the 

probability of dropping the handoff calls and the probability 

of the blocking of the new calls. The proposed model has 

been clearly outperformed the existing model in most of the 

cases in the cellular cluster. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A cellular network or mobile network is considered as the 

communication network whereas the build bunch of the last 

link is wireless. The network is distributed over land areas 

prominently known as the cells, each and every service and 

person served by the minimum of one fixed-location 

transceiver called a cell  area (which is considered hexagon 

cell) or base station. This base station provides the cell with 

the network coverage which might be used for transmission 

of voice, information et al. In an exceedingly cellular 

network, every cell uses a unique set of frequencies from 

neighboring cells, to avoid interference and supply 

warranted information measure inside every cell. 

A cellular network encompasses a hierarchical data 

structure and it's fashioned by connecting major parts 

mentioned below: 

 Mobile Terminals (MT) 

 Base Station (BS) 

 Mobile Service and Switching Centre (MSC) 

The Mobile Terminal is considered to be the 

service provider for the hand utilizable devices such as 

mobile phones, tables or smart watches, etc, that the end-

user uses for staying connected to a base station (home or 

away). The Base Station serves the cellular hexagonal cell. 

The cell could be the part of a bigger region or the bigger 

cellular service, that has been partitioned off into smaller 

regions specified there's a base station serving every cell.  

All bss inside a cluster are kept connected to a 

Mobile Service and Switching Centre (MSC) utilizing the 

landlines (coaxial cable or optical fiber). Every MSC of a 

cluster is then connected to the MSC of alternative. 

In Cellular wireless networks, the topographic 

point is split into cells every of that is supplied with variety 

of channels. Two varieties of decision that share these 

channels is also new calls or football play calls. The moment 

once decision arrives in an exceedingly cell within which a 

channel isn't out there to service the decision request, it's 

going to be blocked or queued, relying upon the decision 

admission management schemes utilized in the cell. A 

number of the quantities that are the most vital in 

determinant qos of the network are considered and given as 

follows: 

1) Decision obstruction likelihood is that the likelihood 

with that a brand new decision is blocked. 

2) Switching decision obstruction likelihood is that the 

likelihood with that the switching decision is blocked. 

3) Decision dropping likelihood is that the likelihood with 

that a decision is either blocked or accepted however 

immature termination happens throughout the decision 

life. 

A method and system of managing decisions over 

an information network includes admitting a call if the 

parameter of throughput based requirement assessment is 

met. When the decision request, the decision request 

shaping a throughput based assessed demand and 

requirement, is received for establishing a decision, a 

network resource responds with a total outcome based 

requirement analysis request. A total utilization and usage 

measuring is performed between the destination terminals. 

A current utilization and usage measuring response, as well 

as the throughput measuring, is transmitted to the network 

resource. Further, a plurality of communities is also 

outlined, every as well as one or a lot of terminals. A 

decision is also admitted between communities supported 

the outcome data volume demand being met in an 

exceedingly association between every several terminal. In 

addition, one or a lot of the plurality of resource components 

is also elite in response to the decision request supported the 

outcome data volume demand being met. The resource 

components, which can allow the inclusion of the codecs 

(coders/decoders), packet sizes (for carrying audio data), 

and others, is also utilized in the requested decision. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

First generation (1G) a wireless network was essentially 

analog cellular systems with circuit switched defined 

network structure and architecture. The most challenges of 

those wireless networks were basic voice telephone, low 

capability and restricted native and regional coverage. The 

accumulated demand for prime frequency ranges within the 

telecommunications sector caused development in analog to 

digital transmission techniques. Within the early Nineties, 
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second generation (2G), arrived to satisfy the capability 

demands of burgeoning voice and telephone, text electronic 

messaging and restricted circuit switched data processing 

and propagation services. By utilizing digital system, the 

signal are often compressed far more with efficiency than 

analog system, permits sending additional packets into a 

similar bandwidth and capacity analysis and propagates with 

less power. The third generation (3G) systems integrate 

voice and data processing and propagation applications. 

Vendors and operators started seeking methods in which for 

determinant the innovative and newly designed next 

generation wireless technology, particularly fourth 

generation (4G). [1] Ramachandran et al. (1997): They 

thought-about best admission management policies in 

cellular networks within the lightweight of 3 problems: 

minimizing a linear objective operate of the new and the call 

handoff and handover decision obstruction chances 

(MINOBJ), minimizing the new decision obstruction 

likelihood with the constraint on the call handoff and 

handover based decision obstruction likelihood 

(MINBLOCK) and minimizing the amount of channels with 

hard constraints on each the obstruction chances (MINC). 

They showed that the well-known Guard Channel policy 

was best for MINOBJ. They outlined an innovative 

replacement tractional Guard Channel policy and showed 

that a restricted version of it absolutely was best for the 

MINBLOCK and MINC issues. Further, they showed that 

the algorithms developed during this paper for the answer of 

those issues were computationally cheap and have potential 

to be used in engineering exercises likewise as in time 

period management mechanisms for cellular networks. [2] 

Jiongkuan Hou et al. (2001): They given some new decision 

admission management schemes: mobility-based decision 

admission schemes and new decision bounding schemes, for 

wireless mobile networks providing services to multiple 

categories of mobile users (i.e. Pedestrians and transport 

travelers). Since the salient feature of wireless mobile 

networks is that the quality, the in progress decision in one 

place could have potential impact on the resource usage in 

another place within the future, the conception of influence 

curve is introduced to characterize such influence that the 

current decision exerts on the adjacent cells, per that the 

channel reservation are often adjusted dynamically and 

mobility-based decision admission management schemes are 

often designed. To beat potential congestion, they 

additionally planned a replacement decision bounding theme 

that places an instantaneous limitation on the amount of 

recent calls admitted to a cell. Four CAC schemes are 

planned and analyzed via analytical modeling and 

simulation study. It absolutely was shown that their schemes 

were more practical in providing QoS than alternative 

antecedently best-known schemes. [3] Politician Howie et 

al. (2001): They have given 4G visions from a technical 

perspective. When a quick review of the history and 

standing of mobile communications, we tend to propose a 

4G feature framework, during which options of 4G mobile 

communications area unit outlined. The framework relies on 

the key conception of integration, and it's the subsequent 

characteristics: 1) Targets within the framework embrace 

users, terminals, networks, and applications, that compass 

the complete technical domain and in operation atmosphere 

of 4G. 2) Core options of 4G are delineated as diversity and 

adaptableness of the targets, resulting in seamless 

integration .3) The feature of diversity includes each 

external and internal diversity, during which ability is 

caused by external diversity and is solved by internal 

diversity. Technical views are given for every of the options 

within the paper, during which additionally some promising 

techniques and attainable analysis problems with 4G are 

introduced. The planned framework provides a layout read 

on future communication systems, and difficult analysis 

topics are patterned for guiding systematic analysis of 4G. 

[4] Ali Alfayly et al. (2012): They centered and presented 

the technological weight on analyzing the performance of 

the LTE formula in a very single cell with a collection of 

users at completely different speeds. As the real-time traffic 

flows like voip is taken into account for the continuous 

measurement the impact on Quality of experience (qoe). The 

LTE simulation was engineered supported LTE-Sim with 3 

LTE programing algorithms (i.e., PF, EXP-PF, and 

MLWDF) for a single-cell situation. Four completely 

different eventualities were developed employing the single 

cell: static, pedestrian and conveyance eventualities 

mistreatment completely different speeds. EXP-PF is merely 

thought-about for real time flows.PF has best finishing in 

the minimization of the delay that isn't appropriate for VOIP 

applications and MLWDF and EXP-PF have lowered the 

transmission delay. [5] Arkadiusz Biernacki et al. (2013): 

evaluated the performance of 3 channel and data allocation 

and scheduling algorithms planned for LTE downlink 

transmission. The 3 channels and data allocation and 

scheduling algorithms i.e.PF, MLWDF and EXP/PF are 

considered and used for the comparison. A proportional fair 

(PF) allocation and scheduling devices primarily assigns the 

resources to the users considering the CQI and therefore the 

past user output. The changed Largest Weighted Delay 

initial (M-LWDF) computer hardware supports multiple 

information users with completely different qos needs. The 

EXP/PF formula supports the streaming services and 

therefore the best effort information services. Simulation 

results showed that the packet delay is most however the 

output is minimized in the consideration of} of proportional 

truthful programming formula for smart allocation and 

scheduling for the best performance is sort of similar in case 

of MLWDF and EXP/PF programming formula for smart 

allocation and scheduling in the cellular networks. [6] Deng 

Keke et al. (2013): planned associate degree formula called 

Energy-saving based mostly Inter-group Proportional 

truthful (EIPF) for the LTE downlink multicast services. 

During this a correct transmission power is calculated initial 

per the accessible rate then IPF principle is followed to 

assign the resources among completely different multicast 

teams. One typical programming formula for smart 

allocation and scheduling is Inter-group Proportional 

Fairness (IPF) for multicast services however its 

disadvantage is that during this information is transmitted at 

a set rate means that for every Resource Block the computer 

hardware picks one cluster to be regular on that per the 

principle of IPF. There's a superb trade-off between output 

and fairness among completely different teams in IPF. [7] 

Priya Gautam et al. (2014): They conferred a quick 

description of path to 4G networks, wimax and LTE 

specification and OFDMA technology. It's been discovered 

that the quantity of wireless broadband subscribers have 
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passed the quantity of fastened broadband subscribers. 

Therefore in a very world going wireless, the technologies 

with higher throughputs get importance day by day. For a in 

4G network, coverage and capability are essential 

components. LTE-Advanced and wimax 802.16m are the 

attainable candidates for a in 4G deployments are LTE-

Advanced and wimax 802.16m. That the technology is, it 

should be reasonable in value and value deploying in output, 

coverage and capability. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The proposed model is capable of evaluating the quality of 

service (QoS) over the call handovers by categorizing the 

important calls and other calls. Any of the call which is 

made by the high rank officials in the national interest or 

national issues are considered as the important calls. The 

probability of the call dropping has been minimized by 

utilizing the critical handover and channel handling 

mechanisms under the proposed model design. The concept 

of active-passive channels has been introduced with the 

cellular base stations can be implemented in order to reduce 

the call drops during changing the cellular cell during the 

periods of high call generation rates. The concept of reserve 

channels has been also introduced for the dynamic handling 

of the cell users temporarily over the reserve channels which 

will be immediately switched to the other channels in the 

sharing mode, where the tradeoff is handled using the same 

reserve channel. 

A. Algorithm 1: Adaptive Call Handover Mechanism 

1) Start the node location information collection module 

w.r.t. cell BTS location 

2) Track the active location of the call handover 

mechanism 

3) If user reaches within the outer circumference of the 

cell, which is defined with the 15% outer area belt 

 Find the nearest cell 

 Send the membership request 

 Request the active link transfer to the new BTS 

4) When the request is place to the neighboring BTS 

 The neighboring BTS replies with the channel 

container availability 

 The reserve channels are scanned and the availability is 

measured 

 If all of the reserve channels are found busy 

 Channel trimming procedure is started 

 The sub-channel is made available 

 Requesting user is allocated with the created 

channel with sub-channel unique id (CUID) 

 Otherwise 

 The available channel is provided to the user 

 The channel unique id CUID) is provided to the 

requesting user 

5) The active channel route is shifted from previous base 

station to the new base station with immediate effect 

6) The communication is resumed. 

B. Bandwidth Allocation 

The probability of the call dropping model has been 

improved by employing the active-passive channels concept 

in the cellular networks. The proposed model would be 

employed for the 4G/LTE networks. The active channel is 

made with the base station of the in-range cell, whereas the 

neighboring cells hold the passive channels with no real-

time channel assignment. The user call information saved in 

the neighboring base station is known as the passive 

channels. The passive channel acts when the user shift from 

one cell to another, and the channel is assigned without 

initiating the call setup process, which is overridden by the 

inter-cell channel information sharing. Also the existing 

model results have shown the high probability of dropping 

which may be fixed by utilizing the reserve channels 

temporarily. The call using the reserve channels are 

immediately shifted to the other channels in the sharing 

model, which the tradeoff request is received. 

C. Algorithm 2: Bandwidth and Channel Allocation 

Algorithm 

1) Load the topology details. 

2) Start the simulation topology. 

3) Define the no. of channels (𝑁𝐶). 

4) Define the no. of slots per channel (𝑁𝐶𝑆
). 

5) When received the request from user, check the no. of 

filled per used channels (N). 

N = 𝑁𝐶×𝑁𝐶𝑆
 

6) If NA<NC (where NA is no. of assigned channels), 

register the user with maximum possible bandwidth for 

each channel. 

7) If NAi>=NCS
 && NA< N, check and calculate channel 

ID,  

Where 𝑁𝐴𝑖  gives the number of busy/assigned slots 

over the single channel i. 

K = N- 𝑁𝐴 

𝐾𝑁𝐿  = 𝑁𝐶 ∋  𝐾 

Where KNL denotes the busy channels, that don’t 

have any vacant slot. 

KN = NC ~ KNL 

Where KN  Gives the list of available channels after 

evaluating the complete channel list against the busy 

channels. 

K is the no. of available channels  

𝐾𝑁 is the channel ID. 

8) Check the no. of user on KN i.e. UN. 

9) If UN>=NCS
, channel is busy, shift to new channel. 

𝐾𝑁=𝐾𝑁+1 

10) If UN < NCS
, identify the existing user on KN. 

11) Slice their bandwidth by following formula 

𝐵𝑊𝐶= 𝐵𝑊
(𝑈𝑁 + 1)⁄  

12) Assign the channel and bandwidth information with 

the new node. 

13) Assign default time slot and create the sink between 

node intervals. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The proposed model simulation has been designed for the 

purpose of handling the new and migration calls in the 

cellular networks. The cellular networks are the mobile 

networks connected in the formation of the hexagonal cells 

in the indefinite connectivity based structuring. Each cell is 

having six neighboring cells, which offers the high-end 

connectivity and provides the ability to the users to roam 
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around the cells. The roaming processing is handled by the 

handoff or migration mechanisms, where the handoff 

usually occurs between the cells of the similar service 

provider, whereas the migrations depict the users from the 

other service provider’s cells. 

Parameter Scenario Existing Proposed 

Probability of 

Dropping the 

handoff/migration calls 

A 1.0E-05 1.0E-11 

 B 1.0E-06 1.0E-11 

Table 1: Overall Probability of dropping for 

handoff/migration calls based readings from Scenario-A 

Parameter Scenario Existing Proposed 

Probability of 

Blocking the new 

calls 

A 1.0E-08 9.4E-10 

 B 1.0E-12 8.1E-10 

Table 2: Overall Probability of blocking for new calls based 

readings from Scenario-B 

The latest popular cellular model is the popular 

application in the 4G/LTE network, where the networks are 

used in the high-speed connectivity. The proposed model 

has been designed for the purpose of handoff and local 

origination call handlings. The proposed model has been 

defined by minimizing the probability of the connection loss 

while changing the coverage cell. The proposed mechanism 

enables the cellular users to stay connected while changing 

the cells in the cellular network by the means of the reserve 

channels and sub-channeling across the cellular networks. 

The cellular network nodes connect themselves with the 

other base station in the vital reach in order to keep itself 

connected while keeping all of the data or voice connections 

intact in the given cellular network while changing its 

positions from one cell to another cell. The proposed model 

proposes the use of reserve channel based absorption for the 

purpose of improvement in the handoff call handling 

procedure in comparison with the existing schemes. The 

simulation results have been obtained in the form of network 

performance parameters of throughput, call/finish, 

probability of dropping the migratory calls and probability 

of blocking the new calls. The experimental results have 

shown in the effectiveness of the proposed model in 

comparison with the existing models based upon the results 

obtained for the probability. The only odd case has been 

recorded in the case of scenario-B on the basis of probability 

of dropping or blocking. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model has been designed as the adaptive 

solution for the call admission control among the cellular 

networks. The proposed model has been designed for the 

allocation of the sub-channels over the reserve channels for 

the absorption of the migrated users via the handoff 

procedures using the reserve channel allocation policy. The 

performance evaluation of the proposed model has been 

obtained through the performance parameter of the 

probability of dropping the handoff calls and probability of 

the blocking the new calls. The parameter of probability of 

dropping the handoff calls deals with the performance of the 

proposed model in handling the handoff calls from the other 

neighboring cells, whereas the probability of blocking deals 

with the possibility of blocking the new calls originating 

within the cellular cell due to the unavailability of the 

channels. The proposed model has clearly outperformed the 

existing model on the basis of the computed probabilities in 

the performance evaluation in this research. 
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